This paper illustrates a method, called heat, for image indexing based on texture information. The texture's partitioning element is first put into 1-D form and then its Hierarchical Entropy-based Representation is obtained. This representation is used to index the texture in the space of features. The same representation is well suited for contour data, and it has invariance and robustness properties that make it attractive for incorporation into larger systems. A comparison with another performing method is carried out, and the experiments show that the two techniques have slightly different strong points, suggesting different fields of application. In the experimental section, a case study involving over 2500 mammographies from different sources is presented and discussed.
Introduction
Multimedia database management is one of the hottest research topics of the day. Indeed, multimedia computing systems are widely used, even among the general public, who were quick in recognizing their usefulness for everyday tasks.
In particular, image databases are widespread-image data is the most common type of multimedia-and they surface in many applications. Searching for an image in a database is a complex issue. If we are willing to restrict the queries to exact matches, then there are several effective solutions, which generally include some form of hashing. However, searching for approximate or similarity matches is quite a different matter. A definitive solution to this problem has not yet been found, and the best solution for the case at hand depends on several factors.
As a broad distinction, homogeneous databases-such as those utilized by applications in a specific field-e.g., medicine or astronomy-are characterized by having very small differences among the objects (think of an archive of astronomical photographs); the most effective approaches to date are based on object contour shapes and the spatial relationships between them. In this case, the most frequently used tools are Attributed Relational Graphs [19] and 2-D Strings [8, 9, 18 ], but several approaches are possible [17] .
Images in heterogeneous databases, on the other hand, present a much wider range of variability and therefore can usually be represented by coarser global features, such as texture or color percentage [13, 14] . Some systems combine the two approaches to restrict the query answer set. References [6, 7, 10 ] present a variety of techniques and working prototypes for content-based image indexing systems. Most of them work by extracting a number of selected features from the images, thus realizing a mapping from the set of all possible images (image space) to a usually smaller set of all possible feature values (feature space). The whole database is then indexed on those features, which are used as the search key when the user submits a query.
The effectiveness of these systems depends on how well the selected features capture the aspects that the user feels to be most significant in describing the content of an image; their efficiency depends heavily on how the low level features extracted from the images are organized into indices. There are techniques available to avoid a linear search of the database including spatial access methods such as K-d-trees, R*-trees and others [4, 20, 21] , as well as general-purpose methods such as hash tables.
It is often desirable to have an indexing system that is invariant-or at least robust-to several image transformations: geometrical transformations such as changes in the viewpoint or in the orientation of the object; pixel intensity transformations such as those produced by a change in the illumination or in the sensitivity of the medium; transformations due to transmission, such as added noise, and so on. The proposed method is indeed invariant to some such trasformations. Additionally, desirable 'performance' characteristics of an ideal indexing system include precise retrieval, small index size and easy computability.
This paper presents an indexing technique, extending the use of the Hierarchical Entropy-based Representation for retrieval of images based on texture data. The result is a new indexing method called Hierarchical Entropy Approch for Textures (heat). The efficiency of heat will be illustrated by analyzing the computing time and the space requirements (index size); the assessing of the effectiveness will be done by showing the results obtained from several experiments, including different types of retrieval to probe the robustness of the system. Several types of invariance can be deduced by the description of the method alone, and have been, of course, confirmed by the experiments. Finally, a comparison with a method based on the wavelet transform suggests tentative application fields for the two techniques.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes how our method works and some of its properties; Section 3 shows the results obtained from experimentation, and finally Section 4 makes a few concluding remarks.
The Method
The Hierarchical Entropy Representation (her) has been shown to work well whenever the data, no matter what their origin, could be meaningfully made into a time series by some kind of transformation [12] .
How do we generate a time series-that is, a sequence-from intrinsically 2-D texture data? Unfortunately, there is no general solution that does not destroy 2-D information. The best that we can do is resorting to some kind of plane-filling curve, such as a JPEG-like zigzag or a recursive Peano curve. From a theoretical point of view, information loss is the same in all cases: a pixel that had 4 neighbors in the plane turns out to have only 2 in a closed curve. Therefore, the choice is motivated mainly by practical aspects-which rules out the Peano curve immediately.
Our solution is to follow a spiral path in the texture element, as shown in Supposing we have a time series x(·) with N points, let us define the energy of the i-th sample as 
H4. [Compute the standard deviation relative to the current maximum.]
[In other words, we are considering x(t) to be the midpoint of a Gaussian distribution. Now compute its relative entropy.] An alternate form for Step H6 stops iterating when the fraction of the total energy remaining in the signal x(·) falls below a given threshold. In most cases, the alternate test offers more control on index accuracy at the expense of unpredictable index size. The choice of one form or the alternate for Step H6 depends on the level of interaction between the user and the system: choosing a prefixed number of maxima is something even the less sophisticated user can relate to, while setting a threshold for residual energy requires a visual analysis of the 1-D signal, something most users are not willing or prepared to do. All the experiments described in the present paper have been performed using Step H6 as it appears in the algorithm. Another possibility is that, instead of calculating σ in Step H4, it can be treated as a parameter and therefore set to the same fixed value for all the maxima. This has the effect of establishing an overall minimum spacing distance between consecutive maxima. However, choosing a fixed value for σ requires an expert user and some a priori information about the signal, while automatic calculation of σ as described above allows for user friendlier interaction and gives good performance in most cases.
The alternate forms for Steps H4 and H6 were conceived as a means of obtaining more flexibility in particular situations. The experiments were performed with the basic forms of these steps in order to show the behavior of the system under the assumption of friendly interaction with a user that is not an expert in signal processing and has little a priori knowledge of the signal.
Once the index data is extracted as shown above, it is organized into a spatial data access structure for subsequent searching. The structure of choice in this case are K-d-trees. This choice has been made because they allow for efficient comparing of feature vectors with different lengths [4, 20, 21] .
Invariance Properties
As stated earlier, this method is invariant to some types of image transformations. Here are a few more details about the existing invariances.
Let us consider pixel transformations first. Contrast scaling-that is, multiplying all image pixel values by some constant-does not change the relative energy of any pixel. For this reason, none of the data generated by the algorithm undergoes any change. Similarly, luminance shifting-that is, summing a constant to all the pixel values-does not change the relative order of the maxima and therefore does not modify the index.
As for geometric transformations, translation is not even 'seen' by our method, since it only deals with data coming from a segmentation phase. Image rotation/reflection and zooming, however, do change the partition element (texture tile) and in general yield different index data. Consider the theoretical partition element shown in Fig. 2 as an example. The local maxima in the sequence are marked by asterisks. As a clockwise rotation of π/2 is applied, the maxima reported by the spiral method change. However, it can be seen that 'real' 2-D maxima (i.e., the value 9) are always reported; what happens for different rotated versions of the element is that 'spurious' 1-D maxima appear. In order to overcome this problem, we would have to check each local maximum in the plane, making sure it is a maximum along both axes (x and y). As it is now, the algorithm only checks in one direction (x or y, depending on where the point happens to fall in the spiral path). If we were interested in preserving 8-connected features, this would simply entail two more checks along the NW/SE and NE/SW diagonals. In both cases, the Gaussian for relative energy computation would obviously have to be a real 2-D bell computed on the plane, rather than the simpler 1-D bell presently adopted. Whether these additional operation would make any difference in practice would have to be found out by means of comparative experiments.
A similar line of reasoning comes into play with mirror reflections and zoom. Indeed, a method similar to heat has been designed and implemented for contour data, and it is invariant to both zoom and rotations/reflections [12] .
Concluding, it is possible to make the method invariant to both rotations and zoom if the maxima are located with a true 2-D algorithm and if the computation of relative energy (Step H3 in the algorithm) is done with a 2-D, rather than 1-D, Gaussian in a 'circular' neighborhood of the maximal point. However, this would basically make the heat representation for textures into a true 2-D analysis tool, which is outside the scope of this discussion. Table 1 summarizes the invariance properties for texture-based retrieval. The asterisks denote issues that the method can be made invariant to, provided some caution is exercised (e.g., the 4-distance in Step H2 should be normalized with respect to the size of the element and the processing of texture maxima should be done with a true 2-D technique). Even as it is now, however, the method appears to be robust with respect to transformations-such as rotation-for which there is no theoretical (that is, absolute) invariance. This is illustrated in more detail in Section 3, which deals with the results obtained by experimenting with the method.
Computing Time Evaluation
A cursory analysis of the algorithm shows that its time complexity is basically linear in the number of points N . More precisely, let us consider an N -pixel Step H2 can be carried out by performing one sequential scan of the N -pixel input and sorting the local maxima-that is, time c 1 N + c 2 m log m. The loop including Steps H3 through H6 is executed m times. Steps H3, H5 and H6 require constant time, while Step H4 takes a time proportional to σ(t), which has N as a tight upper bound-for all practical purposes, however, σ(t) can be considered as a constant. This yields a running time of c 3 + c 4 σ(t) for one iteration. Therefore, the total running time for the algorithm is O(N + m log m + N m). Since m is usually fixed to some low value such as 5 or 6, the whole expression reduces to O(N ).
Experimental Results
Several experiments have been performed in order to assess the validity of the proposed method. For these tests, the main database used was the Brodatz set of textures [5] . Furthermore, heat has been tested in an extensive case study where texture is significant enough that it can be tentatively used alone for indexing. A database containing over 2500 mammographies has been queried in two different modes: a full automatic mode that uses texture information alone, and a semiautomatic mode that requires some user interaction and integrates both contour and texture information.
The original Brodatz dataset included 167 textures, but we added several transformed versions in order to test the robustness of retrieval. Furthermore, we have scaled the textures down to 32 × 32 pixels from the original 128 × 128, and kept only the luminance channel, thus obtaining 8-bit images. Indeed, the shape of the 1-D signal, the location, and the energy of the maxima do not change significantly after this subsampling. The results obtained in the two cases are nearly identical. Therefore, we chose to show the results obtained when the algorithm works in the hardest conditions, that is, with less information available.
However, in most practical applications applications the texture segmentation step produces a texture element (i.e., the 'tile' that repeats itself in a certain region) whose size is in the range from 16 × 16 to 64 × 64 [11] .
The experiments were mainly aimed at assessing the robustness to pixel transformations and geometric transformations. For this reason, the database was augmented with variations of the original textures including the following:
• Luminance-shifted versions (made brighter and darker by different amounts);
• Color-reduced versions where the colors were reduced in number from the original 256 to 16;
• JPEG encoded and decoded versions (average compression factor ranging from 1 : 20 to 1 : 30;
• Contrast-scaled versions, with different amounts of scaling;
• Noisy versions, with different amounts of Gaussian noise added-10%, 20% or 50% of the total dynamic range (that is, since we are dealing with 8-bit images, average 25.5, average 50 and average 128);
• Mirror-reflected versions;
• Rotated versions (only integer multiples of π/2 were considered).
A part of the augmented database can be seen in Fig. 3 . As an example, Element #1 is Bark.0000 and its transformed versions are in positions 3-16 inclusive; Element #2 is Metal.000 and its transformed versions are in positions 172-185.
In the first set of experiments, we used one of the original textures as the query and looked at the returned results to see which transformed versions came up highest (closest) in the answer set. In all cases, there were several matches at distance 0 in feature space from the query texture. In particular, color reduction, contrast scaling and luminance shifting do not change the value of the index and therefore come out at distance 0. Other transformations do change the index, but the change is small enough for the transformed image to be returned in the top positions of the answer set, just after the images at distance 0.
The results of a sample query are depicted in Fig. 4 . As can be seen, the first 8 matches consist entirely of transformed versions of the query image. The following 8 matches (that is, those in the second row) contain several spurious elements, including Fabric.0005 and some of its transformed versions. Similar results were obtained for all the 15 query tiles that were used in our full-database retrieval experiments.
Another example is shown in Fig. 5 . In this case the query image is Bark.0000 ; as before, the first row consists entirely of transformations of the query image. Some spurious results such as Food.0000 and Fabric.0000 appear in the second and third rows, along with other representatives of the Bark family.
A nice side effect of any query is that of partitioning the database into bins (clusters) which are plainly visible by graphing the distances. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the 250 smallest distances from the images in the database to the query image-in this case, Fabric.0001 (Element #36 in Fig. 3) . The distances are sorted in increasing order. The apparent plateaus or quasi-plateaus in the graph point to clusters of similar (or index-identical) images in the database.
Another set of experiments ('focus experiments') was performed on restricted versions of the database, containing the full set of original textures and only the transformations of a single tile. In these cases the query tile was one of the transformed versions. We found that in most cases the original and all transformed versions of the query image were retrieved in the very first positions of the answer set, the one exception being the versions with added Gaussian noise. This was to be expected, since the addition of substantial amounts of Fig. 3 ) to the closest 250 matches in the database noise tends to distort the textures significantly, especially considering the small size of the tiles (32 × 32 pixels). Table 2 summarizes the results obtained using 10 query images. For each query, we fixed the parameter σ at several different values; furthermore, we fixed the "residual energy" termination parameter (the threshold for alternate termination in Step H6 of the algorithm) at different values, too. Each original image in the Brodatz dataset has several transformed versions present in our database; the average number of such variations is 16.
Let us define a 'relevant match' for a given query image Q another image, present in the database, which can be obtained from Q by applying one of the above mentioned transformations. For instance, if the query image is a rotated version of Bark.0000, then the original Bark.0000 is a relevant match, as is another, differently, rotated version.
The column labeled 'match/12' in Table 2 reports how many relevant matches are found in the first 12 elements of the answer set. It should be noted that such 'closest' relevant matches are always consecutive, with no false alarm in between. Given the invariance and robustness properties described above, this is to be expected. The columns 'match/24' and 'match/36' give similar information for larger answer sets. In this case, there are intervening false alarms.
As the last remark about Table 2 , the column labeled σ was obtained by fixing σ to a particular value. This has a direct impact on the number of maxima found by the algorithm. In effect, this parameter is a normalized quantity, between 0 and 1, proportional to the minimum spacing between maxima, in the sense that two local maxima falling less than σ · N pixels apart will count as a single one.
When all the maxima in the signal are significant, even if very close to one another, then small values of σ are better suited; on the contrary, when not all maxima are significant, higher values of σ can help to reduce the influence of noise. In the case of contours, all maxima are usually important, since a [12] . In the case of textures, as illustrated in Table 2 , going from small to large values of σ yields the expected decrease in the number of maxima, but does not affect the quality of the answer set in an apparent way. We made several experiments using specific cut-down versions of the database. For each experiment, the databases contained 168 elements: the original 167 Brodatz tiles, plus a single transformed version of one of them. In each case, querying the system with the transformed version yields the original (or vice versa). The only exception is with Gaussian noise addition: this particular transformation has a strong effect on the resulting texture and irreversibly destroys information, even more so since we are dealing with small texture tiles (32 × 32). In the cause of Gaussian noise addition of 10% and 20% intensity, the average rank of the relevant match was a little more than 4: about 3 for 10% noise, about 5 for 20% noise.
Another remark that can be made is that increasing the processed fraction of signal energy-and then the number of maxima, i.e., of features-does not significantly improve the quality of the retrieval. Indeed, in some cases, the number of relevant matches decreases. This is to be expected, given that, as it is for Fourier descriptor based methods, the largest maxima are the most significant ones. Extending the dimensionality of the feature vector by increasing the number of features cannot shrink any distance (by Parseval's Theorem [1] ); indeed, most distances grow, but not in a uniform way. As a consequence, some new false alarms 1may be included in the answer set. Since most, if not all, similarity retrieval systems have answer sets of fixed cardinality, some former matches might consequently disappear. If we considered a hypersphere of fixed radius in feature space, large enough to include the old pertinent matches, we would find the new false alarms along the old matches. However, this would entail a growth in size of the answer set. In other words, it's not the number of features, but their relevance that makes the difference.
Looking at Figure 7 , the near-linear relation between signal energy and number of maxima is apparent. However, the 4 graphs in Figure 8 show that a larger number of maxima has no evident relation to the quality of the answer set. This is due to the fact that increasing the energy introduces in the index some lesser maxima, which do not characterize the element and therefore give way to additional false alarms. Varying the number of maxima in the range from 5 to 65 can give or take as many as 4 matches in the 12-element answer set. In the whole database there are 14 transformed versions of each texture, including the 3 with added Gaussian noise.
Comparison with a Wavelet Based Method
There are several methods available for image retrieval, and the methods based on the multiresolution formulation of wavelet transforms are among the most reliable and robust [23, 24] . The scientific literature features many techniques based on wavelets (for a sample, see [3, 16, 26] ), and for this comparison we picked one method that shows interesting characteristics and good performance. Its name is hs (Hierarchical Signature) [2] .
The comparison was aimed at assessing the efficiency and effectiveness of the retrieval. In particular, efficiency is related to the computational requirements and to the index size, while effectiveness has to do with the quality of the In the case of such multiresolution approaches, the size of the index data for a single image depends heavily on the so-called 'detail level' where the match is performed. Usually, the match is performed on all levels, in a hierarchical fashion or following some other scheme. hs, however, chooses an 'optimal level'. Usually, it is the deepest level, that is, the biggest, but which level is optimal does depend on the image and the whole database, so that it is not easy to decide a priori. Therefore, the usual course of action for hs is having the index made up with data from all the levels, then choosing the optimal one for matching at run time only. This has the disadvantage of yielding a bigger index, but at the same time in principle it allows lossless compression and decompression of the image to be integrated with the database management system, which is often a desirable feature.
As for the quality of the retrieval, wavelet-based approaches are very robust and tolerate even the addition of Gaussian noise to the query texture without too negative consequences. As an example, the average rank of Gaussian-perturbed textures in 'focus experiments' is 2 (it is 4 for heat). With regard to other transformations, the results are very similar to heat. In the usual working conditions, as few as 4 or 5 maxima are usually enough to characterize a texture in an effective way. Indeed, having too many maxima in the index does not improve on the performance, as shown in Fig. 8 . As a consequence, the typical size of heat indices is rather small.
On the other hand, a typical wavelet-based index requires about a hundred coefficients to work with good accuracy. Summing up, heat's performance in terms of quality are very close to those of methods based on the wavelet transform, but it is much less costly in terms of computing resources and index size. Additionally, as stated above, this representation can be effectively used for different kinds of data; in particular, it was originally designed to work with object contours! Table 3 summarizes the different strengths of heat and hs.
Summing up, it might be suggested that hs would be a more appropriate choice whenever we have to deal with JPEG images, or when it is desirable to have a database of compressed images (in which case, the compression could be integrated into the DBMS paradigm), or when the pattern of induced noise is Gaussian-like (transmission errors). This suggests the retrieval of images from the Internet as a very likely scenario.
A Case Study
The performance of heat has also been tested on a real-life database of medical images. In particular, the object of our case study consist of mammographies. The tests were aimed at assessing the system's ability to produce significant answer sets, with the least possible number of false alarms and false dismissals.
We considered a database of 2596 mammographies at a resolution of 100 dpi × 8 bpp. The mammographies came from 3 different sources: (1) Institute of Radiology, Second University of Napoli; (2) Department of Medical Science, University of Cagliari; (3) University of South Florida Digital Mammography Database [25] .
The images were organized into 3 clusters:
1. Cluster A: 1296 pathological breast mammographies (with a carcinoma);
2. Cluster B: 625 pathological breast mammographies (non neoplastic);
3. Cluster C: 625 non pathological breast mammographies.
The classification protocol for mammal carcinomas includes, among others, the following categories:
• density (1 . . . 4)
• mass/calcification
• edge type (fuzzy/clear-cut)
• shape (regular/irregular)
• dimension (cm or pixels).
The first 2 points characterize the texture (luminance levels and their spatial distribution), while the latter 3 characterize the contour. Cluster A includes various types of carcinomas (mass/calcification), with different densities and so on.
Then, 20 sample images were selected from Cluster A, and for each of them the radiologist determined an ideal answer set, composed by 15 images, each of which has strong analogies with the sample image in terms of both texture and shape of the pathology. The radiologist's choice was based not only on professional visual experience: it was also confirmed by bioptic exams that were available for each of the images used in this experiment.
In the same way, 15 sample images were selected from Cluster B and also for each of these the radiologist determined an ideal answer set based on similarities with the sample image in terms of both texture and shape. In order to have a visual example, consider Fig. 9 . It shows 3 areas of size 1 cm×1 cm (39 × 39 pixels) taken from 3 different mammographies. Number 1 comes from Cluster C, while Numbers 2 and 3 come from Cluster A, particularly in the region where the carcinoma has been located. As can be seen at a glance, the corresponding signals (2) and (3) in Fig. 10 have a close resemblance in terms of signal periodicity and topology of the maxima, while the signal in Fig. 10(1) is significantly different. It should be noted that the extraction of information from the interest zone can be done semi-automatically by using the segmentation module [11] or manually. Figure 11 shows the result of a query performed by heat using texture data from the highlighted areas with the number of maxima M = 8. This query, as the others, was specified to return 35 images, but only the first 15 are actually shown. For this particular query, the answer set was exactly the ideal determined by the physician (no false alarms, no false dismissals). All the returned breasts are of 'mass' type and have density 1. The other categories (shape, type of edge, dimension) are not considered in this example as they belong in contour data.
A summary of the results obtained by querying the system is shown in Tables  4 and 5 . Both tables are structured in the same way. The 'NR' column shows the normalized recall: a quantity between 0 and 1, where 1 represents ideally perfect retrieval (the radiologist's). This is the single most frequently used measure of quality for assessing a retrieval system [19, 22] . The next 3 columns concentrate on false alarms (retrieved non-pertinent images). The '1st FA pos.' column contains the answer set rank of the highest-ranking false alarm; the '# FA' column shows the number of false alarms in the 15-element answer set, and the 'avg. FA rank' column shows the average rank of all false alarms in the extended 35-element answer set.
The last column deals with false dismissals (non retrieved pertinent images). It indicates the position of the highest ranking false dismissal. In this context, by 'false dismissal' we denote an image that was selected by the physician as one of the most relevant 15 but does not appear in the highest ranking 15.
In the case of Table 4 , the retrieval was performed by using texture data only: a 1 cm×1 cm texture block, manually extracted by the physician from the characterizing area of the image (carcinoma, other pathology, non-pathological tissue). On the other hand, the results summarized in Table 5 were obtained by using both texture and contour data [12] . Contour and texture are obtained by a semiautomatic segmentation system that allows the user to click on the interest area and have the system extract the relevant information. Alternatively, the user can define the boundary of the malformation area by using a visual interface.
In the experiments reported by Tables 4 and 5 , there was no case of 'out-ofcluster' false alarm: for instance, when the query image was from Cluster A, all the images in the extended answer set were indeed from Cluster A. The usual type of false alarm is a mismatch on density and mass/calcification.
An analysis of the results obtained shows that the addition of contour data does improve the results, but the discriminating power of texture alone is indeed high, especially in this experiment, where the area of interest is manually selected by the physician.
Summing up, heat works with small index sizes and is very quick in both index construction and matching. It is invariant to transformations such as luminance shifting and contrast scaling, and it is very easily combined with other matches based on e.g., contour data. All this suggests a DBMS dealing with medical images as an ideal field of application: the majority of relevant objects in medical images are characterized by their texture and their shape (contour); furthermore, luminance shifting and contrast scaling are typical disturbances that are likely to be introduced by medical imaging systems such as tomography [15] .
Conclusion
This paper presented a method for texture indexing, called heat, based on a hierarchical entropy-based representation (her). The 2-D texture data are first converted to a time series (1-D) and then the her representation is obtained by means of a lightweight algorithm. As currently implemented, the metod has several invariance properties and is empirically robust with respect to many more transformations.
The experiments performed show that the method is highly effective for texture-based image retrieval. As a nice side effect, we get a sort of clustering for next to nothing.
A comparison with the wavelet-based hs method has been performed, and the outcome of the experiments hints that the two methods might be suitable to different domains of application.
Furthermore, a real life application to medical images has been utilized as a case study: a database containing more than 2500 mammographies of carcinomas, other pathologies and physiological breasts has been queried with the assistance of radiologists and physicians. The results show that the proposed method is highly effective for the retrieval of images from medical databases.
